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How often have we regarded with puzzlement the peculiar relationship, or rather the lack
thereof, between federal bank regulators’ definition of a loss asset requiring a charge-off and
the IRS definition of a tax-deductible bad debt? It may be that this curious relationship will
finally become an oddity of history.
On Oct. 24, 2014, IRS Large Business & International Division (LB&I) released directive 041014-008 to its auditors instructing them not to challenge bad debt deductions of banks
using the specific charge-off method provided that the deductions do not exceed the loan
charge-offs and debt securities impairment charges reported by the bank to its regulators. The
directive is not applicable to banks using the reserve method of determining their bad debt tax
deductions.
It should be noted that a directive to auditors is not the expression of an IRS position or an
official pronouncement of legal precedence. Consequently, the directive can be withdrawn at
the discretion of the Division Director.
As a practical matter, most community banks have been following the methodology of the
Directive for years. So, in a sense, the Directive is simply a concession to prevailing practice.
However, the Directive does contain several points of relief that banks will find beneficial.
First, the Directive applies both to banks and their non-bank subsidiaries qualifying as
“affiliates” under the Internal Revenue Code, treating them both as banks except in relation to
charge-offs with respect to “debt securities” which only the bank itself may treat as a bad debt.
Accordingly, a non-bank subsidiary must still dispose of the debt security in order to deduct a
loss.
Second, the Directive accedes to the accounting standard valuing OREO taken in foreclosure
on a net-of-estimated-selling-cost basis, which cost typically forms a portion of the final
charge-off related to the original loan.
u Read more
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Third, with respect to banks which have made a “proper” bad debt conformity election to use regulatory standards to determine deductible bad
debts, the Directive relieves them of the necessity of obtaining an express determination letter from their regulator after each subsequent exam.
Bank regulators have demonstrated a reluctance to provide such letters to banks experiencing asset quality issues, which of course is precisely when
the bad debt conformity election would prove to be the most useful.
The Directive does leave at least one element of lingering discordancy between regulatory loss and tax deduction, that being in relation to the noncredit-impairment portion of a debt securities impairment charge, for which banks which have not made a bad debt conformity election are still not
permitted a deduction. Additionally, in the rare situation where a bank regulator has ordered the charge-off or confirmed it in writing, even a bank
without a conformity election in place may deduct the non-credit-impairment portion of the debt securities impairment charge.
The Directive allows banks to “implement” its provisions by amended return or current year adjustment, neither before the 2010 tax year nor after
the 2014 tax year. As to calendar year banks, the statute will have closed on the 2010 tax year as of Sept. 15, 2014. Accordingly, only those calendar
year banks with a statute extension in place are able to go back to the 2010 tax year to implement the Directive, which would be banks under exam
for that year. With respect to banks under IRS examination, the Directive essentially instructs its Division auditors to work out with the taxpayer
under exam whether to implement the Directive via amended return(s) or examination adjustment(s).
The rather lengthy instructions for implementation provided in the Directive can be distilled to this: Separately compare the adjustment year tax
basis of loans and the adjustment year tax basis of debt securities, in each case without any charge-off bad debt deductions for the year, to the
end-of-adjustment-year book basis of loans and the end-of-adjustment-year book basis of debt securities. The differences in each case plus any
adjustment required for non-deductible non-credit-impairment of the debt securities are the book to tax differences for bad debts in respect of
loans and bad debts in respect of debt securities for the adjustment year.
In an apparent gesture of respect for the confidentiality of regulatory examination results, the Directive provides for a novel “taxpayer certification”
in lieu of the need to provide, at least initially, regulatory documentation to support the tax return bad debt deduction. However, the certification
includes a commitment on the part of the taxpayer to provide source documentation should the IRS auditor decide to request it.
Perhaps the most important conclusion to take from the Directive is the utility of a bad debt conformity election, which provides the largest
immediate deductions and which, if the bank has already made the election, obviates the need to implement the Directive with any adjustment.
If you have questions about the Directive, please contact us.
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